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Forget Me Knot
In this heartfelt, beautifully written novel, a woman
with nothing left to lose finds the courage to start
over in the last place she ever expected. . . Newly
divorced Maggie Carter has little to show for her
marriage except a pile of boxes and regrets. So when
she learns she's inherited an old house and an
abandoned gold mine in Eureka, Colorado, she
doesn't hesitate to leave Houston behind. In Colorado,
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she can learn about her estranged father and take
stock of her life. After all, where better to decide what
your next move should be than in a cabin 10,000 feet
above sea level? Eureka is a tiny hamlet with a café, a
library, and plenty of intriguing locals. There's the
colorful town mayor, Lucille, and her prodigal
daughter Olivia, bitter librarian Cassie, and
handsome, enigmatic Jameso Clark, who had a
fascinating love-hate relationship with Maggie's
father. Then there are the soaring views of distant
mountains and clear blue sky, of aspen trees and
endless stars. Piece by piece, Maggie is uncovering
her father's past--and reconciling with her own. And in
this small mountain town, she just might find a place
where she truly belongs. "Cindy Myers strikes gold
with this warm-hearted novel about friendship, family,
and second chances." –New York Times bestselling
author, Deborah Smith Cindy Myers worked as a
newspaper reporter, travel agent, and medical clinic
manager before turning to writing full time. She's
written both historical and contemporary romance, as
well as dozens of short stories and nonfiction articles.
Former president of San Antonio Romance Authors,
Cindy is a member of Romance Writers of America,
Novelists Inc., and Rocky Mountain Fiction writers.
She is in demand as a speaker, teaching workshops
and making presentations to both local and national
writing groups. She and her husband and their two
dogs live in the mountains southwest of Denver.

Internet Password Book
Keep your online passwords in one book for easy
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reference. Your password organizer helps you: Quickly
find passwords with alphabetical tabbed pages
Record all your passwords in ONE place - no need to
try to remember where you wrote down a password!
List up to 416 passwords - in alphabetical order Also
included - a section for you to record your computer
and cell phone details. Have all your computer
information in one place! Convenient 6" x 9" size book
- big enough to write clearly, small enough to keep in
your desk drawer.

Forget Me Knot
Nothing shows off beautiful stitching and
embellishments like the blank canvas of a crazy quilt.
Jenny Clouston's gorgeously illustrated primer shows
you how to make your own heirloom crazy quilts.
Learn which fabrics, threads, and needles to use; how
to piece crazy quilt blocks; how to embroider with
thread, ribbons, beads, and other embellishments;
how to assemble your blocks into a finished quilt; and
more. Includes complete instructions for over 100
embroidery, beading, and embellishment stitches; fullsize patterns for 9 hexagonal crazy quilt blocks; and
25 stitch keys showing proper stitch placement and
thread and needle selection for 25 different blocks.

Wool, Needle & Thread
Retired folk art curator Beatrice Coleman knows
everything there is to know about quilts, except how
to make them. But with her recent move to Dapple
Hills, North Carolina, she’s learning all sorts of new
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things—including how to solve a murder… As the
newest member of the Village Quilters Guild, Beatrice
has a lot of gossip to catch up on—especially with the
Patchwork Cottage quilt shop about to close. It seems
that Judith, the landlord everyone loves to hate, wants
to raise the rent, despite being a quilter herself… But
when Judith is found dead, the harmless gossip
becomes an intricate patchwork of mischievous
motives. And it’s up to Beatrice’s expert eye to
decipher the pattern and catch the killer, before her
life gets sewn up for good. Includes quilting tips!

Quilt Giving
The system unveiled here for dating heirloom quilts is
based upon five characteristics -- fabric, style, color,
technique, and pattern. In recounting the method's
evolution, which involved the examination of 900 dateinscribed specimens, Brackman imparts a colorful
history of quilt making.

Scribner's Magazine
Quilter Martha Rose must patch together the clues to
solve the murder of a cult leader in the California
mountains . . . Has Martha’s fellow quilter and dear
friend Birdie Watson become unraveled? Birdie and
her new husband have decided to join the Mystical
Feather Society, a spiritist group living on a commune
in the mountains of Ojai, California. Before her freespirited friend makes a huge mistake, Martha
organizes a surprise visit to check out the commune.
While white-robed members conduct a seancé in a
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glass yurt, their leader—Royal St. Germain—is
nowhere to be found . . . until, that is, Martha and her
friends discover him shot in their Winnebago. Now
Martha must track down the killer and debunk the
cult—before it's bye bye Birdie . . . Praise for Mary
Marks and her Quilting Mysteries “A pleasurable and
satisfying addition to any quilting mystery fan’s
reading list.” —Library Journal on Knot in My Backyard
“A mystery combined with wry humor.” —Kirkus
Reviews on Knot My Sister’s Keeper

The Last True Love Story
Brenda Jackson welcomes you back to Catalina Cove,
where love is waiting to be reclaimed… Ashley Ryan
never doubted that her husband, Devon, was the love
of her life. Even now, three years after Devon died in
a car wreck while on a business trip, Ashley can’t
bring herself to move on. But when her girlfriends
surprise her with a getaway to beautiful Catalina
Cove, Louisiana, she gets the shock of her life when
she encounters a man—bearded, more rugged than
before, but unmistakably her Devon. “Ray Sullivan”
moved to this quiet coastal town after waking up in a
hospital with amnesia. Haunted by a life he can’t
remember, he’s built walls around his heart and a
quiet life running boat tours—a life that includes no
recollection of Ashley, a woman he suddenly finds
himself irresistibly drawn to. Doctors warn Ashley of
the danger in forcing her husband to remember the
past. Though she longs to tell him the truth, she finds
herself falling all over again for a man she knows may
never truly come back to her. In this place where
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healing and second chances are just a heartbeat
away, can love take root once more?

Knot of This World
When you're done piecing a quilt, do you often
wonder how to finish it with free-motion quilting?
Discover how to fill setting triangles, blocks, and
borders with a variety of traditional and modern
quilting designs, divided into chapters by style: Lines
and Squiggles, Curves and Pebbles, Swirls and
Feathers, and Just for Fun. This is a must-have book
and lifelong reference for any quilter's library. Gain
confidence as you follow the arrows and see how to
fill a confined space with continuous-line quilting
motifs that are adaptable to blocks, triangles, and
borders Discover which designs will work best before
you sew by practicing your quilting; trace the designs
with your finger or on tracing paper Whether you use
a long-arm or home sewing machine, you'll enjoy
quilting the wide variety of designs

The Forget-Me-Not Summer
Astronomy-loving Calliope June has Tourette
syndrome, so she sometimes makes faces or noises
that she doesn't mean to make. When she and her
mother move yet again, she tries to hide her TS. But it
isn't long before the kids at her new school realize
she's different. Only Calliope's neighbor, who is also
the popular student body president, sees her as she
truly is--an interesting person and a good friend. But
is he brave enough to take their friendship public? As
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Calliope navigates school, she must also face her
mother's new relationship and the fact that they
might be moving--again--just as she starts to make
friends and finally accept her differences. Ellie Terry's
affecting debut will speak to a wide audience about
being true to oneself.

Clues in the Calico
Knot My Sister's Keeper
Have you dreamed of creating your own modern quilt
patterns, but don’t know where to start? Author Sylvia
Schaefer applies her scientific mind to quilting design
principles that help break down the process of
modern quilt design, one step at a time. Applying
negative space to your quilts in eight key ways, you’ll
start with traditional blocks or quilts and transform
them into modern masterpieces. Each chapter
focuses on a negative space design concept, such as
removing elements or disintegration, and includes a
project to practice that technique. Complete with tips
on choosing fabrics, estimating yardage, and machine
quilting for an artistic finish, this book has something
for every quilter!

Kansas Quilts & Quilters
The definitive guide to wool applique and embroidery!
Welcome to beloved designer Lisa Bongean's private
classroom! Toss the trial-and-error and learn from
Lisa's decades of experience how she creates her
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exquisite stitcheries step by step: wool applique,
embroidery, and more. Filled with close-up photos of
Lisa's hands working her magic, this book will help
you master each technique down to the tiniest detail.
Start with Lisa's fabric tips; then move on to her
favorite tools, templates, threads, and needles. How
does she create her slim vines, pretty pennies, and
flower appliques? It's all here, along with a dozen
embroidery stitches in photos so clear, you'll know
exactly how to re-create them. Lisa also shares five
sweet projects to make yourself, rounding out this
jam-packed volume that will teach you how to start,
stitch, and finish your projects more accurately, more
confidently, and more beautifully than ever before.

Intuitive Color & Design
"Hendrix and Corrina bust Hendrix's grandfather out
of assisted living, and leave LA for New York in pursuit
of freedom, truth, and love"--

Foolproof Crazy Quilting
'Forget Me Not' explores the relationship between
photography and memory and shows how ordinary
people have sought to strengthen the emotional
appeal of photographs, primarily by embellishing
them to create strange and often beautiful hybrid
objects.

Quilt by Association
First in the Country Store Mystery series—include
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recipes! “A nice cozy mystery with lots of comfort
food and suspense.”—Rainy Day Ramblings In this
freshly baked series, author Maddie Day lifts the lid
on a small town in southern Indiana, where a
newcomer is cooking up a new start—until a murderer
muddles the recipe . . . Nursing a broken heart,
Robbie Jordan is trading in her life on the West Coast
for the rolling hills of southern Indiana. After paying a
visit to her Aunt Adele, she falls in love with the tiny
town of South Lick. And when she spots a For Sale
sign on a rundown country store, she decides to snap
it up and put her skills as a cook and a carpenter to
use. Everyone in town shows up for the grand
reopening of Pans ’N Pancakes, but when the mayor’s
disagreeable assistant is found dead, Robbie realizes
that not all press is good press. With all eyes on her,
she’ll have to summon her puzzle-solving skills to
clear her name, unscramble the town’s darkest
secrets, and track down a cold-blooded killer—before
she’s the next to die . . . “What a terrific debut! This
deliciously clever cozy—set in a deceptively charming
little town—is fresh, intelligent, and delightful. A
winner!” —Hank Phillippi Ryan, Agatha, Anthony,
Macavity, and Mary Higgins Clark Award-winning
author “You’ll flip for this mouth-watering new series.
Maddy Day serves up a tasty mystery with a side of
scenic country charm.”—Leslie Budewitz, two-time
Agatha Award-winning author of the Spice Shop
Mysteries

Where I'd Rather Be
While quilter Martha Rose awaits the birth of her
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granddaughter, a neighborhood girl appears at her
door with a mystery that can’t be pinned down . .
Martha’s eager to finish the baby quilt she’s making
for her new granddaughter, but she scraps those
plans when a young girl rings her doorbell begging for
help. Poppy Halaby, the foster child of Martha’s
neighbor, is an orphan whose parents were murdered
by a killer who was never caught. When Poppy’s
doting foster mom falls suspiciously ill, Martha is
determined to keep the child safe. But she’ll have to
unravel more about Poppy’s parents to stitch a
broken family back together again—and prevent
another crime cut from the same cloth . . . Praise for
Mary Marks and her Quilting Mysteries “A pleasurable
and satisfying addition to any quilting mystery fan’s
reading list.” —Library Journal on Knot in My Backyard
“A mystery combined with wry humor.” —Kirkus
Reviews on Knot My Sister’s Keeper

The Goodbye Quilt
In this updated edition of best-selling Intuitive Color &
Design, Jean's workshop assignments get your
creative juices flowing, giving you challenges to
expand your quilting horizons. Start by learning to see
line and color; study the nuts and bolts of design;
develop your color work and composition; and when
you get stuck, there's expert advice on problem
solving. Design and piece spectacular, free-form quilts
you'd never have guessed you could create!

Knot in My Backyard
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At twenty-seven, fleeing an abusive marriage with
little more than her kids and the clothes on her back,
Ivy Peterman figures she has nowhere to go but up.
Quaint, historic New Bern, Connecticut, seems as
good a place as any to start fresh. With a part-time
job at the Cobbled Court Quilt Shop and budding
friendships, Ivy feels hopeful for the first time in ages.
But when a popular quilting TV show is taped at the
quilt shop, Ivy's unwitting appearance in an on-air
promo alerts her ex-husband to her whereabouts.
Suddenly, Ivy is facing the fight of her life--one that
forces her to face her deepest fears as a woman and
a mother. This time, however, she's got a sisterhood
behind her: companions as complex, strong, and
lasting as the quilts they stitch.

15 minutes of Play -- Improvisational
Quilts
The first in a tantalizing series, "A Slice of Murder"
focuses on two sisterswho run a local pizza
parlor--and have a tasty sideline in solving
mysteries.304 pp.

Knot What You Think
In tracing her ancestry, quilter Martha Rose discovers
a ritzy half-sister, a stash of family secrets, and a
decades-old mystery that only she can unravel . . .
Martha Rose is shocked to find she has a half-sister,
especially one so different from her. Giselle Cole is
wealthy, widowed, and lives a glamorous life in West
Los Angeles. At least her grandmother was a quilter!
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But Giselle can’t answer Martha’s many questions
about their father—he disappeared when she was
only a child and the few clues left behind indicate he
may have been murdered. So Martha and Giselle
team up on an investigation that weaves them
through the streets of L.A., their father’s hidden love
affairs, and into some mysterious unfinished Cole
family business . . . Praise for Mary Marks and her
Quilting Mysteries “A pleasurable and satisfying
addition to any quilting mystery fan’s reading list.
Recommend to those who cannot get enough of Terri
Thayer, Elizabeth Craig, or Earlene Fowler.” —Library
Journal on Knot in My Backyard “Readers will be
surprised by the ending.” —RT Book Reviews on Knot
What You Think

Gone But Knot Forgotten
Baseball may be America's official favorite pastime,
but for Martha Rose and her friends, quilting is far
more fun. . .and a lot less dangerous. A diamond
brocade pattern is more quilter Martha Rose's style
than a baseball diamond—especially when it comes to
the new eyesore of a stadium ruining her lovely San
Fernando Valley neighborhood. Martha doesn't know
a bunt from a bundt cake, but when she stumbles
upon the battered body of baseball coach Dax Martin,
she doesn't need a scorecard to know it's foul play.
LAPD homicide detective Arlo Beavers is convinced
one of her neighbors is responsible. But Martha and
her fellow quilters Lucy and Birdie soon discover a
whole field of suspects who might have wanted to
take the coach out of the game permanently. . .
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"What's knot to love? Mary Marks has crafted another
winner stitched together with humor and
heart—Martha Rose is one gutsy lady." —Rochelle
Staab, author of the Mind for Murder mysteries

The View From Here
Linda Davis's local fabric shop is a place where
women gather to share their creations: quilts
commemorating important events in their lives.
Wedding quilts, baby quilts, memorial quilts—each is
bound tight with dreams, hopes and yearnings. Now,
as her only child readies for college, Linda is torn
between excitement for Molly and heartache for
herself. Who will she be when she is no longer needed
in her role as mom? What will become of her days? Of
her marriage? Mother and daughter decide to share
one last adventure together—a cross-country road
trip to move Molly into her dorm. As they wend their
way through the heart of the country, Linda stitches
together the scraps that make up Molly's young life.
And in the quilting of each bit of fabric—the hem of a
christening gown, a snippet from a Halloween
costume—Linda discovers that the memories of a
shared journey can come together in a way that will
keep them both warm in the years to come….

Something's Knot Kosher
The newest member of Martha’s close-knit quilting
circle has an eye for couture. But when the designer’s
fingerprints are found blanketing a crime scene,
Martha must prove that he didn’t have a hand in
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homicide! Martha Rose is alarmed by the discovery of
Dolleen Doyle’s dead body, especially when evidence
suggests a fellow quilter committed the crime. Set on
clearing her pal, Martha searches for answers—but
with ties to a convicted fraudster’s stolen millions and
a secret office room, the victim’s past raises even
more questions. As Martha inches towards the culprit,
she learns that wrapping the case up—and living to
baste another square—will be trickier than she ever
imagined . . . Praise for Mary Marks and her Quilting
Mysteries “Characters are brilliantly written in
entertaining situations . . . Gone are the stereotypes
of mature women expected to stay at home and knit
quietly by the fire.” —RT Book Reviews on Gone but
Knot Forgotten “A pleasurable and satisfying addition
to any quilting mystery fan’s reading list. Recommend
to those who cannot get enough of Terri Thayer,
Elizabeth Craig, or Earlene Fowler.” —Library Journal
on Knot in My Backyard

Forget Me Not
An African woman with a blue-eyed baby arrives in
Foggy Point looking for Aiden Jalbert. Within days,
she's been murdered, and so is the man who claimed
to be her husband.As if that weren't enough, the
supposedly African toddler Loose Thread DeAnn and
her husband adopted turns out to be from Samoa,
and the social worker who helmed the deal has gone
missing.Who was Neelie Obote, really, and who
wanted her dead? What did Rodney Miller learn that
earned him the same fate? And what part does Joseph
Marsden play? Harriet and the Loose Threads are
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determined to find out, but as they dig deeper into
the mystery it begins to appear the killer may not be
finished yet.

Knot on Her Life
Forget Me Not
Enjoy the simple gift of quilting! Creating a quilt is
always a gift--in finding the time to enjoy your hobby,
and in giving away your finished piece. In the pages
of Quilt Giving, you'll find nineteen quilts that make
perfect presents for yourself or someone else. The
quilt patterns in this book embrace beautiful color and
sewing simplicity. You can take your time to enjoy the
process and still have a quilt ready for your next baby
shower or winter weekend curled up on the sofa!
You'll also expand your sewing skills as you
experiment with the big block conventions found in
Twinkle, Map and Bloom; use easy corner triangles for
simple detail in Gem, Summer and Sprinkle; or cast
tradition aside and use a vertical or horizontal grid in
Path, Garden and City. Treat yourself to the gift of
Quilt Giving!

The Quilter's Negative Space Handbook
Presents the results of a survey of Kansas quilts,
traces the history of quilting in Kansas, and discusses
Mennonite and African-American traditions

5,500 Quilt Block Designs
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Welcome to San Fernando Valley, California, where
Martha Rose and her coterie of quilters are enjoying
life on the good side of retirement—until murder pulls
a stitch out of their plans. . . Martha and her besties
Lucy and Birdie are set to expand their Quilty
Tuesdays by inviting newcomer Claire Terry into their
group. Though at forty Claire's a tad younger than
their average age, her crafty reputation could perk up
their patchwork proceedings, especially as they
prepare for the fancy quilt show coming to town. But
when they arrive at Claire's home and find her dead
inside the front door, and her exquisite, prize-winning
quilts soon missing, Martha is not one to leave a
mystery unraveled. Especially if she wants to stop a
killer from establishing a deadly pattern. . . "Mary
Marks had me on pins and needles and wanting to
wrap myself up in a warm quilt while reading her cozy
debut!" —Lee Hollis, author of Death of a Chocoholic
"Mary Marks has stitched together a very clever plot
with a cast of engaging characters in this funny, fastpaced debut mystery. I loved Martha Rose and her
posse of crime-solving quilters and can't wait to read
what they're up to next!" —Laura Levine, author of
Killing Cupid

Flipped For Murder
Forget Me Knots is a personal account of collection of
poetry and prose, that takes the reader on a spiritual
journey through matters of the heart, mind, and the
soul.

A Slice of Murder
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Sharing a disastrous first meeting with her future
mother-in-law, flower shop owner Abby Crompton
reconsiders her imminent marriage to Toby while
overseeing a huge order for an important client, a
situation that is further complicated when she
volunteers the shop as a movie set. Simultaneous.

Forget Me Knots
Martha Rose is stunned when she hears that her best
friend from high school has passed away. Her shock
doubles when she learns that her friend made her the
executor of her estate. When investigators determine
that Harriet was murdered, Martha recruits her fellow
quilters to help find the culprit.

25 Days to Better Machine Quilting
Scraps never looked so good! This is improvisational
piecing reinvented—learn how to create a unique
piece of “made-fabric” in just 15 minutes with Victoria
Findlay Wolfe’s improvisational scrap-piecing
methods, then incorporate your made-fabric into
traditional quilt blocks. As you play, you’ll sharpen
your design skills and learn about combining colors
and prints in new ways…then watch your quilt design
emerge. Discover just how distinctive classic blocks
like Sawtooth Star or Flying Geese can be, when
they’re constructed with more spunk and spontaneity!
Includes 11 challenge exercises to strengthen your
creative muscles, plus an inspirational quilt gallery.

Forget Me Not
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Collects 5,500 named patchwork patterns from
varying sources, ranging from some that go back
generations to modern ones, and arranges them by
the number of squares to a block to allow easy mixing
and matching.

Forget Me Not
Funerals can be patchy affairs for Martha Rose and
her close-knit circle of friends--especially in the case
of a missing body. . . When Birdie Watson's husband
Russell is killed during a bank robbery, Martha just
wants to support her grieving friend. But en route to
the burial plot in Oregon, Martha makes a harrowing
discovery about the casket's contents--instead of
Russell, she finds an unidentified man. Now Martha
and her quilting klatch can't rest in peace until they
unspool the truth behind the macabre mix up. . .
Praise for Knot in My Backyard "A pleasurable and
satisfying addition to any quilting mystery fan's
reading list. Recommend to those who cannot get
enough of Terri Thayer, Elizabeth Craig, or Earlene
Fowler." --Library Journal

Quilt or Innocence
Scribner's Magazine
Having suddenly lost her husband, Alex Lowe, in a
tragic mountaineering accident, Jennifer Lowe
struggled to hold her family together and deal with
her grief. At the same time Alex's best friend, famed
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climber Conrad Anker, was dealing with the terrible
loss as well as feelings of survivor's guilt. Jenni and
Conrad gradually, and unexpectedly, found solace in
one another. Forget Me Not spans continents and tells
the story of three people whose lives intertwine to a
degree they could never have imagined.

A Thread of Truth
Machine-quilting pro Lori Kennedy has taught
hundreds of quilters how to start and, more
importantly, how to improve their machine quilting.
Now she's packed her vast knowledge, and more than
150 up-close photos, into 25 hands-on lessons you
can turn to anytime you need guidance. Each lesson
has a practice session and questions to help you
evaluate what worked and where you may need a bit
more practice. Whether you stitch your way through a
lesson a day or save them for weekend quilting time,
you'll soon be building skills and confidence, and
quilting your projects with ease. You'll learn: Why it's
important to start doodling (page 19) How to prevent
drag or resistance when quilting a big quilt (page 44)
When to mark, and ways to avoid marking pitfalls
(page 72) How to create focal points and contrast with
your quilting (page 116)

180 Doodle Quilting Designs
Embrace the versatility of crazy quilting with quick-tosew projects! In a follow-up to best-selling Foolproof
Crazy Quilting, Jennifer Clouston shares 10 small,
useful items from a tablet purse and summer slippers
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to a tea cozy, each with full-size patterns. Expertly
mix cotton, wool, linen, and silk for eclectic fabric
pairings that complement each project. Beginning and
experienced crazy quilters will love the dictionary of
60 embroidery and beading stitches, foundation
piecing primer, plus stitch maps for all seam
treatments and embellishments.

Foolproof Crazy-Quilt Projects
Liverpool 1936 Miranda and her mother, Arabella, live
comfortably in a nice area. But when her mother tells
her she can no longer afford their present lifestyle,
they have a blazing row, and Miranda goes to bed
angry and upset. When she wakes the next morning,
however, her mother has disappeared. She raises the
alarm but everyone is baffled, and when searches fail
to discover Arabella’s whereabouts, Miranda is forced
to live with her Aunt Vi and cousin Beth, who resent
her presence and treat her badly. Miranda is
miserable, but when she meets a neighbour, Steve,
things begin to look up and Steve promises to help his
new friend in her search, and does so until war
intervenes

Quilters' travel companion
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